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In this report, we recap the Department of Energy’s weekly report on oil inventories and related factors. We 

include our euro and inventory oil model as well. Although the inventory data will be the primary focus of the 
recap, we will add other data when required.  
 

September 2, 2021 
 

After reaching $62 per barrel support, prices have snapped back and are consolidating around 

$68 per barrel. 

 

 
(Source: Barchart.com) 

 

Crude oil inventories fell 7.2 mb compared to the 2.5 mb draw forecast.  The SPR was 

unchanged this week. 
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In the details, U.S. crude oil production rose 0.1 mbpd to 11.5 mbpd.  Exports rose 0.2 mbpd, 

while imports were unchanged.  Refining activity fell 1.1%. 

 

 
(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

This chart shows the seasonal pattern for crude oil inventories.  We are at the end of the summer 

withdrawal season.  Note that stocks are significantly below the usual seasonal trough.  A normal 

seasonal decline would result in inventories around 550 mb.  Our seasonal deficit is 72.3 mb.  

We expect the disruptions from Hurricane Ida (see below for updates) will affect this data in the 

coming weeks.   
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Based on our oil inventory/price model, fair value is $65.91; using the euro/price model, fair 

value is $61.96.  The combined model, a broader analysis of the oil price, generates a fair value 

of $63.78.  Continued dollar strength is weighing on oil prices; the decline in inventory, on the 

other hand, is a bullish factor. 

 

Ida 

Hurricane Ida followed a path similar to Hurricane Katrina.  Power outages have been 

widespread, and the oil and gas industry is still trying to determine the level of damage.  For the 

next few weeks, we will be tracking the impact of Ida on the oil and gas market, using Katrina as 

a baseline comparison.   

 

 
(Source:  DOE, CIM) 

 

This chart indexes the level of inventory for the week after the two hurricanes struck.  Since they 

hit at the same time of year 16 years apart, we can easily track the impact.  Katrina led to a 5% 

decline in stockpiles, and inventory wasn’t replenished until late October.   

 

Market news: 

• Widespread drought in the West has curtailed hydroelectric power.   As water levels 

decline, dam managers can struggle to keep the turbines spinning.   

• As oil prices rise, the Biden administration is taking the tack that industry concentration 

is the reason for high oil prices.  The oil industry has always had some degree of 

concentration; after all, the government did break up Standard Oil.  But it is a hard case 

to make that industry concentration, rather than environmental policy, better explains the 

lack of supply response to high prices.   

• Earlier this summer, OPEC+ agreed to production increases.  Kuwait has recently argued 

that the decline in demand caused by the Delta variant may require the suspension of that 

earlier agreement.  The cartel, which met today, agreed to its earlier policy of expanding 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/hurricane-ida-leaves-more-than-1-million-without-power-in-louisiana-11630330467?st=2fvl4iltfya6wca&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hurricane-ida-leaves-more-than-1-million-without-power-in-louisiana-11630330467?st=2fvl4iltfya6wca&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-industry-surveys-damage-after-hurricane-ida-slams-louisiana-11630333238?st=chwstjisvw9gz9x&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/idas-fury-cuts-deep-into-us-oil-production-gasoline-supplies-2021-08-30/
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/update/archive/august2021/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2021/08/30/white-house-oil-gas-ftc/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2021/08/30/white-house-oil-gas-ftc/
https://www.ft.com/content/b517d13d-dc7b-4610-b468-7ded0b46d8f7?emailId=612d69e85f811d0004851baa&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/opec-could-reconsider-output-increase-says-kuwaiti-oil-minister-2021-08-29/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/opec-alliance-keeps-gradual-production-hike-as-planned-11630511975?st=q3dvpt3n9bpkw21&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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production.  We note they ignored calls from the U.S. to lift output in a bid to reduce oil 

prices. 

 

Geopolitical news:  

• Although Afghanistan is not a major oil producer, the withdrawal of U.S. and NATO 

troops will destabilize the region and might affect other oil producers nearby.  At the 

same time, Iran, which is under sanction, now has a customer for its oil that isn’t 

sanction’s sensitive.  

• Last weekend, at a regional summit held in Iraq, senior officials from the KSA and Iran 

attended the meeting.  They met directly for the first time in five years, at least officially.   

 

Alternative energy/policy news: 

• The drought and hot weather in the West and Hurricane Ida have all raised worries about 

climate change, bringing a rising frequency of extreme weather events.  Current forecast 

models support this idea, but the effects may be longer term in nature.  At the same time, 

recent studies confirm a pattern we have noted in the past; bad economic periods tend to 

reduce environmental concerns.   

• China has been moving to expand its electric vehicle industry with the goal of being a 

world leader in this area.   

• The pipeline industry, which has faced pressure from environmentalists on new 

construction, is pressing to be part of carbon capture and storage systems, which should 

support additional construction.    
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes 
only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  Any investment or strategy discussed 
may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and 
financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change. 
 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 
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